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Autumn 2014

Sweden
-the essentials

Help your international colleagues and business
partners to understand and experience Swedish culture
Moving to another country means a big
change. How can you help your new
colleagues adjust and perform better in
Swedish working life? Are you aware of how
you and your Swedish colleagues are
perceived?
To avoid misunderstandings we have
specialized in facilitating cultural exchanges
between Swedes and expats. Not only do we
provide essential knowledge about Swedes

Our way of working –
and who we are
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and Swedish culture, we also find it important
to take our participants out of the conference
room. By learning about historical events
which have formed the society, discovering
exciting leisure activities, and exploring the
genuine Swedish countryside we give our
participants unique experiences.
Our services are suited to groups of
employees from abroad, those accompanying
them and multicultural teams.

Our programme
example of
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Swedes – what are they like?
Swedes are often seen as friendly but impersonal hosts.
Completely normal phenomena like fika (coffee break) and
decisionmaking processes can be perceived differently by nonSwedes. We bridge the gap through immersion in Swedish life in
a practical and relaxed way. This will give the participants
opportunities to ask questions and to discuss their experiences of
work and regular life.

About us
Kajsa Svensson runs the company InterAct, which is
committed to enhance intercultural competence. Kajsa is a
behavioural scientist with a focus on intercultural
communication and conflict management. Using interactive
learning methods Kajsa has a special ability to create an
understanding of Swedish culture and Swedish management.

Typically Swedish?
Kanelbullar Pippi
Långstrump meetings,
meetings, meetings
pappaledighet fi ka
allemansrätten cold
weather vikings lucia
the Nobel Prize
fö rsä kri ngs kas san
consensus lagom
personnummer
fredagsmys inneskor
lö rda gsg odi s

She relays her knowledge and cultural competence skills with
warmth and humour as well as sharing her own experiences from
working in international teams and living in China with her
family.
Katarina Svahn runs the company Essence of Sweden,
which enables expats to experience Swedish culture and
everyday life. The guests have come from many different parts of
the world, Germany, the Netherlands, France, China, the UK,
USA and Australia.
Learning about public access rights by picking mushrooms or
taking part in traditional midsummer celebrations in the
countryside creates great experiences. When the visitors join
Swedes in activities it deepens their understanding of Swedish
culture.
Katarina has many years of experience of international
relations and started her company after repeated requests from
expats about how to understand and get closer to Swedes.
Helena Neem runs the company GOT TOURS, which offers
tailored tours, activities and transfers for both companies and
private individuals. Helena is an enthusiastic entrepreneur with
experience from the relocation service business and has contact
with a large network of multilingual guides. On offer are not only
traditional tourist destinations, but also carefully selected
experiences that offer a taste of genuine Sweden.
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Sweden – the essentials
Example of a one day event
Introduction to Sweden and the Swedes
•

Sweden – a short introduction to its history and society

•

Swedish traits and how Swedes perceive themselves

•

Swedish business culture and leadership style – What is the best way of communicating
with Swedes?

Fika, i.e. coffee (of course!) and other curiosities about the importance of the coffee break in
Swedish business culture
Guided tour around Gothenburg
We learn about how Gothenburg was established (by a group of expats from different countries)
and get an entertaining introduction to the city, its history and society.
Lunch made with locally grown Swedish ingredients
Experience Sweden, a few examples of activities
•

Guided forest walks (with mushroom or berry picking)

•

Boat/paddling tours (with fishing for those who want to)

•

Try your hand at Swedish handicrafts

•

Traditional baking in an old fashioned baking house

To conclude we enjoy a tasty homemade dinner together.
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Of course, we can tailor make a programme that suits your
specific group and your time constraints.
Don’t hesitate to contact us:
Katarina Svahn, Essence of Sweden
kia.svahn@eofsweden.se
Phone 0768 80 60 55

Learn more at:
www.interactcompetence.com
www.eofsweden.se
www.gottours.se

